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Moon, its phases 

 

 

Design Enzo Berti 

 

Intriguing, empathic, mysterious as the moon: Moon is a flexible system made by stool|table in marble 

and wood with a metal base and the shape of the seat and tabletop recall the moon phases. 

 

Just like the phases of the moon, the tabletop is a circle that perfectly joins the “three-quarters” of the 

stool.   

 

As a matter of fact, the seat and the side table can be on their own or be hooked one with the other in a 

sort of bunch of seats and tops: if you see it from above, the system looks like a blooming of many 

marble colors in contrast with wood.  

 

Both for home and contract. Moon has an immediate appeal. Single or in-group, it is surely an 

unconventional and refined design choice, but also really useful for an additional guest or a comfortable 

support. 

 

 

 

PRODUCT DETAILS 

 

Name: Moon 

Design: Enzo Berti 

Company: Kreoo 

Brief description: 

Intriguing, empathic, mysterious as the moon: Moon is a flexible 

system made by stool|table in marble and wood with a metal base 

and the shape of the seat and tabletop recall the moon phases. As a 

matter of fact, the seat and the side table can be on their own or be 

hooked one with the other in a sort of bunch of seats and tops: if you see it from above, the system looks 

like a blooming of many marble colors in contrast with wood.  

Elements: Moon Stool: marble top and metal base | Moon table: marble or wood and metal base. 

Sizes: table and stool Ø cm 50 h cm 43 

Materials: catalog marble Bianco Calacatta, White Estremoz, Creme Marfil, Grey Saint Marie and 

Nero Marquina; Rosso Alicante, Irish Green, Emperador Brown.  

Wood: Iroko wood and larch in various finishing: bleached, aged, natural and earth color. Finish is 

always brushed. 
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